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	Title: From Horse Pasture To Wildflower Garden 
	Author: by Cecile Garrison, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: My husband and I bought a small farm two years ago.  The previous owners had a horse pasture and an arena with white three rail fencing.  No matter how much we watered, the pasture always looked dismal.  It was a wasteful use of water, since we had no horses, so we stopped.I thought it would be easy to create a low maintenance wildflower garden in the approximately three quarter acre horse pasture.  We view the pasture from our kitchen and dining room windows as well as the patio.  There was an irrigation system in place, fairly good soil and full sun all day.I enlisted my husband and he immediately transformed the space!  He disked the pasture and all the weeds, incorporated approximately forty yards of steer manure, leveled it off with a box scraper and by hand with a rake.  He installed four foot wide paths that meandered through the future garden to the four gates he installed in the fencing.  The paths are decomposed granite which was fairly inexpensive and somewhat easy to spread.  He also created an arbor for gourds and roses to grow on and a beautiful sixteen foot tall windmill.  We had the “bones” for a garden!We have been growing and saving seeds of pink Shirley poppies and Cosmos for several years.  The original plan was to sow those seeds and let them naturally do their multiplication thing.  I should have stuck to that plan.  Instead we planted landscape and fruit trees, about five pounds of assorted wildflower seeds, and other flowers I had grown in the greenhouse or moved from other parts of the yard.  I made it impossible to use mowing as a maintenance practice to control the vegetation, which you would normally do with a true wildflower garden.The poppies started coming up in January as planned.  They put on a beautiful show in March and April.  Unfortunately, all that steer manure and water nourished millions of weeds in addition to unwanted pasture grass and clover.  I sprayed them with Roundup and accidentally killed about a third of the poppies in the process. It was still a beautiful show while the poppies lasted.  They grew to five feet tall with huge tap roots.  They had to be chopped and pulled up by hand and believe me they won’t be allowed to return to the pasture next year.  We spread several truck loads of those poppies in the horse arena to dry and decompose.  That arena will become the true wildflower garden next year.  The poppies will come up with the weeds after the winter rains.  After they bloom and dry we will plow them under.  The poppies will eventually crowd out the weeds (I hope.)
	Page 2: Other flowers are up and blooming in the pasture along with the weeds!  In fact, there is such a variety in those wildflower mixes it’s difficult to identify all the flowers.  I suspect I may be catering to some weeds thinking they are flowers and chopping flowers that I think are weeds.  I had several plants that I babied until they were about twelve inches tall then my husband told me they were tumbleweeds-yikes! We continue daily weed control with a hula hoe, winged weeder and judicious use of Roundup.  The lesson learned here is to get rid of whatever was growing in the space you want to convert before you install your new plants.  We should have taken a year to get rid of the pasture grass, clover and weeds.  We are gradually applying compost from the orchard onto all the bare ground.  This will aid water retention and also help control weeds.But now that the worst of the weeds are behind us, I’m glad we did it this way.  We have old-fashioned hollyhock, dianthus, roses, zinnias, sunflowers, butterfly bush, phlox, calendula, and many more annuals, perennials and bulbs.    We have peach, cherry, and persimmon trees, as well as sequoias, chaste, crape myrtle and western redbud.  We also have an assortment of ornamental grasses that sway in the slightest breeze.  There are several volunteer birdhouse gourds in addition to the many varieties we planted along the fencing.  We have apple gourds hanging from the arbor just like we planned.  Imagine that!  The roses are on their second bloom and have practically obscured the fencing.The birds love the garden!  It’s become quite a sanctuary for all of us!  Whether you have acres or a few hundred feet in your back yard consider a wildflower garden with heat tolerant, drought resistant plants.  The birds and butterflies will love you!
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